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Why do we stock fish?

• Restoration of fish 
populations

• Provide diverse sportfishing 
opportunities

• Improving ecosystem balance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fisheries professionals over the decades have done a tremendous job touting the importance of hatchery reared and stocked fish.  In my opinion it has been so successful that we find it now difficult to back off of stockings.  There is improvement needed in terms of our messaging to the public, to explain not only the value and reasons for stocking fish, but also the value of wild fisheries.There are three primary reasons we stock fish in Michigan:Restoration (Lake Trout, Sturgeon, Arctic Grayling, after fish kills).Diversity (inland trout, walleye, includes introductory, continuous and supplemental stocking)Balance (Great Lakes salmon, catfish/walleye for predatory control)



Where do we stock fish?

 Streams with adequate 
temperature and cover

 Reproduction 
limited/non-existent 

 Lakes

 2 story-trout

 Prey control

 Diverse fisheries and 
restoration 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The majority of our stream stockings use trout and salmon, but also include walleye and musky in warmer waters.Managers need to evaluate the systems prior to stocking to insure that they have adequate temperatures and cover for stocked fishThey also consider the ability of a system to “produce naturally”, as that is a goal that managers will seek.  Much of our stream stocking occurs in waters where reproduction is limited or non-existent. In lakes, we take advantage of deep glacially created lakes that offer suitable cold and oxygenated waters to support trout throughout the year.Prey control is often a cited management reason for stocking, whether it be walleye, catfish, or musky to control overabundant small prey such as bluegill.Providing diverse fisheries and restoration of populations is a primary reason we stock where we do.  Everyone wants more walleye, everyone wants more salmon as examples.  



What species do we stock?

 Chinook, Coho, Atlantic 
Salmon

 Brook, Brown, Rainbow, 
Lake Trout 

 Splake, Cisco

 Walleye, Musky, Sturgeon

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Michigan’s six hatcheries were designed and are operated as cold water facilities.  The top three bullets are all species that are reared under those conditions.Our recent addition to Thompson SFH and soon at Wolf Lake State Fish Hatchery will provide us the ability to better rear cool water species more appropriately.Note that we do not rear Cisco, those are reared by the USFWS.  Managers do however dictate where stocking occurs.Its also important to note that many of the fish we stock are successful due to involvement with partners.Walleye rearing could not be nearly as successful as it is without the assistance of dedicated fishing clubs around the state.  Currently we have 27 parnterships for walleye rearing in outlying ponds.Sturgeon rearing is conducted through partnerships with MSU, local tribes, and the USFWS.Salmon stockings in some areas rely on partnerships to operate net pens to improve imprinting.



Fishery Management Considerations 

 Availability 

 Stocking densities 

 Costs

 Regulations 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Managers need to consider multiple items prior to recommending fish stocking.What is the availability of a select species?  There are times that the hatchery system has been fully stocked yet requests for certain exceeds inventory.  Sometimes we trade species with other states, such a excess trout eggs for channel catfish that Michigan does not rear.How many fish should be stocked?  We have stocking guidelines that have a proven track record that are based on the carrying capacity of select types of waters.  Managers certainly do not want to overstock a water as that can cause serious issues with predation, or growth rates.  They also don’t want to understock a water as the cost benefit is greatly diminished from an angling point of view, and the manager will likely not meet the goals that have been established for that water.Costs are a big consideration when stocking.  As an example, the larger the water body the more fish it takes to create the desired fishery, and big waters can be expensive.  Trout are not cheap, and musky certainly are not cheap as you will see shortly.  While its true we are trying to do our best to balance things when stocking, to provide great fisheries, we still need to be cognizant of the costs to stock a waterbody.Once stocking occurs, depending on the species, special regulations may need to be enacted.  An example is if a manager is stocking walleye to control panfish, they may decide to limit or close the fishery for walleye to insure enough predation will occur to regain balance in the overall population.



How many waterbodies are stocked 
annually?

 Lakes: 3.8%

 Streams: 2.7% 

 Fish Production accounts for 1/3rd of our annual budget 

 Success is uncertain, multiple risks include:

 Infrastructure failure

 Pathogen control

 Weather and predators

 Water quality 

 Available food resources 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Far less than you would think!There are 6,500 lakes over 10 acres in size in Michigan.  We stock 245 of them or 3.8%There are 3,378 named streams in Michigan.  We stock 92 of them, or 2.7%Even with these “small” numbers of waterbodies stocked, it takes 6 hatcheries, nearly 50 staff, and $10M/year to stock them.All managers need to ascertain risks when stocking waters and there are many of them.  We always run the risk of infrastructure failure or poor pathogen control in the hatcheries.  If electricity goes out during the rearing cycle, and backup generators fail, pumps don’t work and fish die.  Controlling pathogens in such tight environments can also be an issue.  One sick fish can lead to thousands of sick fish.  If things are not watched daily, fish will die and affect inventory and management objectives.  I am happy to say however that our fish culture staff represents the best in the world and they do a fantastic job monitoring everything in the hatcheries.  In my 12 years as chief we have only had two minor issues where fish have died in substantial numbers.  This speaks highly to the quality of the fish culture staff we have.Other considerations include weather, predators, and available food resources.  When stocking young fish, is the timing right for them to take advantage of preferred food?  What about predators?  All I need to say is cormorants, or walleye and lake trout nearshore in the spring.  These issues all affect the outcomes of our stocking events.



2022 rearing costs per fish for select 
species 

Species Cost 

Brown trout yearling $1.34

Brook trout yearling $4.83

Rainbow trout yearling $1.75

Coho yearling $0.78

Chinook spring fingerling $0.43

Musky fall fingerling $9.17

Walleye fall fingerling $4.74

Walleye spring fingerling $0.07

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The basic message here is that fish costs is determined by the length of time they spend in the hatchery and the densities that they are reared in.  Note here the high costs for brook trout.  That is purely the result of the number of fish we rear annually.  As the number drops, which it has, the cost to rear fewer fish goes up.  They still require food, water, electricity, staff time to manage.  Spring fingerlings are the cheapest as they are in the hatchery for little time before stocking.Fall fingerling musky and walleye, fish that are typically stocked out in October and are 6 months old, are fed minnows which are not cheap.  The older and larger a fish that is stocked is, the better chance of survival, but that comes at a much higher cost.



Viability of stocking 

 Yes and No!

 High profile fisheries with 
high use and benefits 

 Small lakes and streams 

 Drive anglers to these 
waters

 Trout Trails

 Popular news articles 

 Social media 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stocking fish can be both viable and not viable.  As examples, the vast majority of our stocking efforts do work, they provide angling benefits and ecosystem benefits.  There are however examples of fisheries that have been created through stocking, that are more linked to provide diversity for anglers, where anglers just don’t partake.  Stockings have been ceased on a number of waters with various species, not because the fish didn’t survive, but because anglers just don’t take advantage of them.  In those instances, those stocked fish can be redeployed to other valued waters and provide angler benefits.Many of our popular stocking locations are well know by the angling community and we do not necessarily need to promote them.  However, there are other stocking locations that are more “under the radar” and we try to get information out to anglers through various conduits such as trout trails, popular news articles and social media.  As managers we need to see anglers benefit from our limited capability to stock throughout the state.



Stocking isn’t always necessary! 

 Most waterbodies support 
natural populations 

 Vast majority of Michigan 
species don’t require 
stocking 

 Natural reproduction is 
substantial 

 Warm water species fare 
better than cold water 
species 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the message that most anglers do not understand.  Anglers consistently believe that more is better, and that is simply not the case.  As noted earlier in my presentation, we are stocking less than 5% of available inland waters!  That means 95% are maintained through natural reproduction.  Warm water species certainly fare much better naturally than do our coldwater species as so much of the coldwater environments were damaged through settlement times.  We are still recovering from that through habitat improvement work.Could we stock more?  Certainly we could, there are likely waters out there, primarily lakes that would benefit from stocking to meet certain management objectives.  Our staff spend significant time surveying natural waters to insure that they are balanced and providing a good fishery.  In most instances, that is what is occurring, they are good and do not require any fish management intervention.  Occasionally however, there is a management need that is discovered and that water may get added to future stocking requests.Reflecting on my earlier points about the costs to operate our facilities, its not cheap.  The State just invested over $10M to upgrade the Thompson State fish hatchery, primarily for walleye and musky rearing.  To build a brand new facility today, to duplicate say one of coldwater facilities, would likely cost $25M.  Luckily for us in Michigan, we believe we are near the right capacity of facilities to rear the number of fish required for stocking throughout the state.



Trout facts 

 Streams produce much 
more than hatcheries 

 17,000+ miles of trout 
streams produce:

 15 million brook and 
brown trout

 5.5 million age 1

 4+ times hatchery 
production 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some trout facts that I know you will find interesting.  First and foremost, know that our trout streams produce way more trout than our hatcheries can.  We have about 17,000 miles of coldwater streams capable of maintaining trout populations at some level.These streams produce more than 4 times the number of age 1 trout than our hatcheries currently do.  Note that the estimates on this slide are just that, estimates from extrapolations completed using our statewide Status and Trend Stream monitoring results.



More trout and salmon facts

 Our 6 hatcheries produce:  All stocking activities need evaluations 

 10-year or less evaluation cycle 
preferred 

Species Amount

Brook trout 70,000

Brown trout 1.1 Million

Chinook 1.4 Million

Coho 1.8 Million

Steelhead 1.2 Million

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The majority of brook and brown trout are allocated to our stream stockings.  Salmon and steelhead are meant for Great lakes fisheries.Even though we are only stocking a relatively small number of waters throughout the state, these stocking efforts sill require evaluations, preferably at a scale of 10 years or sooner.  We take different information into consideration regarding whether stocking will continue, such as angler use, ecosystem benefits, costs, availability, as noted earlier in the presentation.



Performance of hatchery trout

 Multiple studies show that hatchery trout grow and survive 
less than wild trout

 Wild strains (Sturgeon River and Gilchrist) survive better 
than domesticated strains

 Favorable characteristics of wild strains tend to diminish 
over time in the hatchery

 Managers must scrutinize which waters to stock

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are many studies out there that have shown that wild trout perform better than hatchery trout.  Now on some waters that may not matter as we do stock marginal systems that will not have any natural fish.Michigan has gone through a lot of trial and error over the past 4 decades trying to find just the right strain of brown trout to stock.  Multiple domestic strains were evaluated during the 80’s and 90’s, and while they performed quite well in the hatchery they performed poorly in the wild.  The Decision was made to create our own wild brood stocks from wild brown trout found in the Sturgeon River and Gilchrist Creek.  These stocks have performed admirably in the wild, even as we struggled in the first decade of rearing them because of their wildness.  These issues have primarily been overcome and our brown trout stocking are performing very well throughout the state outside of the Great Lakes.One thing we need to do every ten or so years is re-infuse the genetics of wild strains by going back out to the rivers and collecting new broodstock which assists us in not diminishing the genetic characteristics of the wild founder stock.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This graph is meant to show  you a few things.  Note the Y axis is the number of streams stocked and the X-axis is the time period.  Starting at the bottom you can see that our inland rainbow trout stream stockings have remained fairly consistent over 35 years.  This is not true for brook or brown trout.Brook trout waters stocked have dropped 62% in 35 years.  Much of this drop is due to three things: loss of access to small trout ponds in the UP, stocked streams achieving natural population status where stocked fish do very poorly, or streams that historically were stocked with some trout in the Lower Peninsula that have warmed to the point of low to no survival.Brown trout waters stocked have also dropped by 25% in 35 years.  Once again, reasons include warming streams and lack of survival, and streams attaining natural population status.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are a number of things to point out with this graph.Note on the right side the low number of streams capable of supporting just a few trout when July mean temperatures exceed 70 degrees F.  We think of these streams as marginal, and these are the types of waters we will likely lose in the future for trout management due to climate change.Now note the number of black dots on the graph.  Here you will note that there are 1) a lot of them, and 2) very few white circles embedded with them.  The black dots are unstocked waters, wild populations.  Note how high the number of trout per acre is for many of these waters.  The majority of our stocked waters can be found in the 0-500 trout per acre range near the X-axis.  While our stocked trout streams can provide exceptional fisheries, we cannot achieve the number of fish wild streams will produce.  This is due to the environmental conditions found in our stocked streams which rarely would be excellent.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One last graph, the number of inland lakes stocked with trout.  Here you can see that all three species stocked in lakes have diminished over the years.  This is due to a combination of factors including environmental changes leading to loss of thermocline and oxygen levels in two story lakes and a lack of interest from anglers in certain locations.  Inland lake fishing for trout historically has been a nightime endeavor with a few exceptions.  This appears to us to be a form of fishing that has lost its constituency and we find less and less people taking advantage of it.  Thus water bodies stocked have declined over time.



Fisheries Division prefers wild fisheries 

 Lower costs

 Less risk

 Balance

 Disease

 Genetics

 Adaptability 

 Wild fish know their local environments 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Whether we are talking about Musky in Lake St. Clair, Brown trout in AuSable, Brook trout in the Fox River, Walleye in Lake Gogebic, Steelhead on the Pere Marquette, we prefer wild fisheries.  The information I have provided makes this case, as outside of the Great lakes we have a light footprint.  We still have to do a lot of work however to maintain wild fisheries, or to attempt to improve them.  Just like going to the Dr. for a physical, we spend significant amounts of our survey time evaluating wild fisheries to insure their health, balance, growth, etc.  Wild fisheries also present much less risk for managers, as the balance is dictated by what nature can provide, genetics favor their survival in the environment the populations are found, and they are adaptable to environmental changes.



Anglers prefer wild fisheries

 Angler survey 2014: wild rated higher than stocked 

 Higher perceived value than stocked fisheries

 Wild fisheries heighten public interest

 Wild fisheries promote stewardship

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interestingly, our anglers also prefer wild fisheries.  Our recent angler survey for trout in 2014 highlighted this, that trout anglers would prefer to fish wild stocks.  We work toward achieving that goal whenever possible.  The survey also noted that anglers perceived a higher value for wild fisheries, and we know from our work that wild fisheries heighten public interest and promote stewardship.



Take home messages 

 Hatcheries allow managers to achieve management 
objectives

 Stocked fisheries are expensive to maintain

 Stocked and wild fisheries are expensive to evaluate 

 Wild fisheries typically require less attention 

 Manage to capacity of the system is paramount 
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